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Abstract: Iran needs around 1.5 million residential homes to be constructed annually to answer its cumulative demand by 2025. Given the current situation of the Iranian construction industry, it seems almost impossible to achieve this objective by using traditional methods of construction alone. Offsite manufacturing (OSM) can potentially increase the housing output in Iran thanks to its advantages over traditional methods of construction. However, OSM imposes a different set of risks which should be studied in the Iranian context. This study aims to investigate the readiness of the Iranian construction industry if offsite methods were to be introduced to the country in large industrial scales. To this end, a questionnaire survey was conducted to identify the risks and required actions in order to achieve successful application of these methods. Several subjects including costs, practicality, design and construction processes, demand, governmental policies, technology, and sustainability issues were investigated as the core research areas. The results revealed that, considering the current situations, it would be highly risky to introduce offsite methods of construction to Iran. Research findings highlight some key areas including design and construction processes, economies of scale, governmental supports, and education, which should be addressed to mitigate the identified risks.
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Nomenclature

Offsite construction “Offsite is a term used to describe spectrum of applications where buildings, structures or parts are manufactured and assembled remote from building site prior to installation in their final position, in other words, moving operations that are traditionally completed onsite to a manufacturing environment” [1]. Offsite construction is also known as prefabrication, modular construction, offsite manufacturing/assembly-production/fabrication, system building, and industrialized construction [2-5].

Panel systems Panel systems comprise walls, floors and roofs that are made from flat, pre-engineered panels and are assembled onsite in order to form a box/room [1, 5, 6].

Volumetric systems Also known as modular construction, volumetric systems comprise three-dimensional units which are completed in the factory and transported to the site to be assembled [1, 5, 6].

Pods Prefabricated volumetric pod, fully factory finished internally complete with building services. Examples include bath and kitchen pods [1, 5].

Hybrid systems (semi-volumetric) Also known as semi-volumetric system, hybrid system is a combination of volumetric/pod and panel systems [1, 5, 6].

1. Introduction

Iran needs over a million residential units (Fig. 1) to be constructed annually to answer its current housing demand [7, 8]. In 2009, it was estimated that 24 million houses were required to be constructed in Iran by 2025 [9]. This means an annual output of 1.5 million residential homes during a period of 16 years. It seems almost impossible to achieve this objective by using traditional methods of construction alone (Fig. 2). For this and several other reasons, the Iranian Government has been trying to encourage the construction industry to increase the share of innovative methods of construction to escalate the housing output.

Many experts believe that the only solution for the current Iranian housing crisis is industrialization...
Fig. 1 A view of Tehran from the northern mountains.
Source: the author.

Fig. 2 Prevailing construction methods in Iran (Tehran).
Source: the author.

[10-14]. This was, while in 2008, less than 3% of buildings that were built using industrial methods [15]. The aim of the Iranian Government was to increase the share of industrialized methods to 20% by the end of the Fifth National Development Plan in 2013 [15, 16]. It was not clear as to what extent this objective had been achieved.

Yet, due to the geographical diversity of Iran and economic, cultural, and technical issues, heavy industrialization is far from appropriate. Many studies support this view [17, 18] and some disagree [19].

Some support the theory of offsite construction to increase housing output in Iran [14-20] thanks to the advantages of offsite methods over traditional methods of construction [1, 21-24]. Others believe that both modern and traditional sectors of the construction industry should develop more [25]. Various reasons, such as small scale of projects, market fluctuations, extra costs, and use of un-skilled labor, and limited knowledge of stakeholders about advantages,
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disadvantages, and risks of such methods have been suggested as important barriers toward broader application of innovative methods of construction in Iran [17, 26].

Some studies indicate that it may be necessary to alter the legislations [27, 28] and skill sets [12] to introduce changes to the building industry. Other studies argue that construction management is the major problem in Iran [29].

Much more in-depth research is required in the area of construction industrialization in Iran as the available literature in this area is very limited and Iran is currently relying on other countries’ research in this field. To this end, a questionnaire was designed to evaluate the current situation of offsite methods and the level of knowledge and attitudes of Iranian architects (as one of the key stakeholders) toward such methods of construction. The ultimate objective is to investigate as to how ready Iranian architects would be if offsite methods were to be introduced in large industrial scales to Iran. In other words, the questionnaire has been designed to undertake a risk assessment to evaluate and identify the required actions in order to have successful application of offsite methods of construction in Iran. The results reveal several important issues which should be considered prior to any attempts to introducing offsite method of construction to Iran.

2. Methodology

This study reports on the results of a questionnaire designed to investigate the current situation of offsite construction in Iran. The questionnaire was distributed in Tehran, capital city of Iran. Architects were considered as the target research groups given their high influence on design and selection of construction methods in Iran. The design, distribution, and analyzing processes of the questionnaire are explained in the followings sections.

2.1 Questionnaire Objectives and Design

Several criteria are involved throughout the design and construction processes when considering a method of construction. Six headings and 31 subheadings were defined as the key criteria when considering a method of construction. This was based on the findings of the available literature, similar questionnaires, including a survey by the Commission for Architecture and Built Environment [30], discussions, and interviews with Iranian and British architects. The identified criteria are as follows:

1. cost issues: total costs; speed of construction; quality of products; size of projects; ease of future selling; project management during design and construction;
2. practicality issues: previous experience; skilled labor requirement; machinery availability; availability of details/information; availability of experienced contractors; availability of products in the market; climate/weather dependency; ease of construction (e.g., less complex details);
3. design issues: design quality; flexibility; cultural issues/social acceptance; client preferences; aesthetic matters;
4. technical issues: sound resistance; U-value; contract type; resistance in natural disasters (e.g., earthquake);
5. governmental issues: planning/building approval; governmental supports; insurance; mortgage;
6. sustainability issues: environmental issues; location of projects; health and safety.

It should be noted that these categories are not fixed and many of the factors above are related and interchangeable. Such relations were not revealed in the questionnaire to avoid any pre-judgment/assumptions by the respondents. A major problem, which was discovered during the piloting process [31, 32], was difficulties in clarifying the meaning of offsite methods of construction to the research group. Therefore, a short description of offsite methods was included at the beginning of the questionnaire to clarify the meaning and types of offsite methods of construction.

For the purpose of attitude scaling, Likert scales
were considered [31, 33]. Some filter questions [32] were also considered to split the respondents into two main groups of those who were and were not experienced in using offsite methods of construction. The majority of the questions were in multiple choice and closed format [31-33]. Some control questions were also introduced to achieve reliable results. The questionnaire was divided into eight main sections and aimed to investigate two main subjects:

- the current situation of the Iranian architectural profession with regards to knowledge of and experience with offsite methods of construction;
- the real and perceived risks if offsite methods were to be introduced in large scales to Iran.

2.2 Questionnaire Distribution and Analysis

The questionnaire was distributed among Iranian architects working at consulting companies which were selected randomly from registered architectural practices in Tehran. Thirty companies were visited and 300 questionnaires were distributed from which about 100 returned and 88 were reliable.

Around 40% of the respondents were very experienced architects with more than 10 years in practice, 15% had 6–10 years, 32% had 3–5 years, and the rest had 1–2 years of experience. Respondents were fairly distributed with almost all ages from 20–25 to 50+. Almost 47% of respondents were female and 53% were male.

The results of the questionnaire were analyzed using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) and Excel software programs. Since the data were nominal and categorical, descriptive data analysis was applied using frequency and percentage. “Chi square” test was applied to examine the significance and reliability of the results. The results in 94% of cases were statistically significant to $P < 0.05$ [31, 34]. The results presented in the text have been rounded to ±1%.

3. Results

This section reports on the results of the questionnaire analysis. Sections A, B and C of the questionnaire deal with the current situation of the Iranian construction industry and evaluate the weight of the aforementioned criteria in decision making. Sections D, E and F examine the feasibility of applying offsite methods of construction in Iran by studying the attitudes of architects toward various design and construction subjects. And finally, Sections G and H study the personal attitudes of architects toward different methods of construction. The ultimate objective is to find out the most influential issues, barriers, and risks when applying offsite methods of construction to Iran.

3.1 Section A: Considering a Method of Construction

According to the results, the most important factor for Iranian architects when considering a method of construction is the quality of products. This was followed by the speed of construction and total costs as the second and third most important criteria (Fig. 3). Three of the five most important criteria fall into the first category (cost issues) mentioned above.

Also, the study reveals that the least important issues for Iranian architects when considering a method of construction are in descending order:

- ease of planning/building approval;
- governmental support;
- mortgage matters.

3.2 Section B: Why Offsite

When it comes to offsite methods, it is obvious from the results that speed of construction is the most important factor for those architects with previous experience in using these methods. Around 91% of respondents selected the higher speed of construction as their most important criterion when considering offsite methods of construction (Fig. 4). The least important issues for Iranian architects when considering offsite methods of construction are:

- less climate/weather dependent;
- mortgage matters;
The study (about 56%) reveals that most of Iranian architects (about 75%) are familiar with offsite methods. Almost 100% of those who were experienced in offsite methods had used panel systems and about 75% had not used any other systems but panel systems (Fig. 5). This means that, apart from those who had never used offsite methods (about 44%), about 75% of the rest were not experienced in any other offsite methods. Therefore, apart from panel systems, in total, about 86% of Iranian architects are not experienced in any other offsite methods.

About 91% of architects had applied offsite methods...
in one to five projects from which more than 64% were housing projects. Moreover, around 67% of those who were experienced in offsite methods indicated that the approximate proportion of offsite products in their housing projects was less than 25% in terms of volume. About 95% of prefabricated components used in housing projects were wall systems, 69% floor and roof systems, 13% pods, and 0% volumetric systems.

3.3 Section C: Why Not Offsite

Section C mainly aimed to study the barriers toward applying offsite methods of construction in Iran. According to the results, the first three most important barriers for using offsite methods are the lack of previous experience, availability of experienced
contractors, and availability of offsite products in the market (Fig. 6). Meanwhile, among those who had never used offsite methods, 100% indicated that they liked to apply such methods in their projects.

3.4 Section D: Construction Methods and Industry Relationships

The aim of this section was to study the professional relationships between Iranian architects and other stakeholders in the construction industry. It also aimed to assess the decision making processes as to when and how architects considered a method of construction.

The results reveal that 58% of Iranian architects consider the construction methods during the outline proposal and planning stage. Also, 23% think about the construction methods in very early stages of design. All architects consider the construction methods prior to the tender stage.

When it comes to fixing/confirming a construction method, about 53% of respondents chose the third stage of the construction process which is detailed proposals. Around 18% indicated that building methods changed even during construction on site (Fig. 7).

The results indicate that 18% of architects ask for manufacturers’ advice in very early stages and about 94% consider manufacturers’ advice before the tender stage. The results fluctuated when architects were asked about the time when they considered the contractors’ advice. The figures indicate that 27% ask for contractors’ advice in very late stages during construction process on site and only around 5% consider their advice in the feasibility stage. According to the results, most of the respondents (66%) consider structural engineers’ advice in the planning stage while only 7% consult structural engineers during the feasibility stage.

The results fluctuated again when architects were asked about the professional relationship between all the bodies involved in the construction process. Around 10% of the respondents said that all or most of the stakeholders (clients, designers, engineers, contractors, and manufacturers) met during the feasibility stage and around 29% mentioned that they met during the outline proposals. Around 64% believed that architects were the most influential people in terms of decision makings on the construction methods.

![Fig. 7 The stage when construction method is fixed (%).](image-url)
3.5 Section E: Typical Housing Projects, Types and Sizes

Section E of the questionnaire intended to study the current situation of housing projects in Tehran in terms of suitability of sizes, types, and volumes for offsite methods.

The study shows that around 80% of new housing projects designed by architects in Tehran are apartment blocks and the majority of them (about 43%) have 6–10 residential units. About 57% of these apartment blocks have 5–10 stories and 59% of the residential units have an area of more than 100 m². Regarding planning and building permissions, around 46% said that planning permission process took around 2–4 months for the majority of the projects. Around 28% said that the planning process would take even longer.

3.6 Section F: Design Changes

One of the major criteria, which may increase the risks of using offsite methods, is the design changes during the project [24]. This issue was studied in Section F of the questionnaire.

Around 55% of architects indicated that there were minor changes, 32% believed that there were some changes, and 12% said that there were considerable changes during the project. About 70% of architects pointed that design changed even during construction process on site (Fig. 8). Architects indicated that the majority of changes occurred during the outline proposals and detailed design.

Around 49% of the respondents believed that clients and about 35% said that structural engineers were responsible for the design changes. Architects took the next place with about 33% of respondents selecting them as the third group responsible for design changes. Also according to the results, costs, client preferences, and site issues had equal weights with around 27% of the respondents choosing them as the first common reason for design changes.

3.7 Section G: Architects’ Views on Various Construction Methods and Products

Section G aimed to study the architects’ ideas about the current situation of the Iranian construction industry in terms of various construction methods and the relevant issues to industrial production/manufacturing.

Fig. 8 Construction stage when design is fixed (%).
According to the results, two third of Iranian architects (66%) preferred more familiar and reliable methods of construction. Around 63% believed that standardization would increase the design quality and 89% said that standardization would improve the construction quality.

Around 37% of respondents preferred non-Iranian products, 20% preferred Iranian products, and the rest mentioned that the source of products did not matter to them. More than half (53%) of architects indicated that they believed that new construction methods were more stylish and only around 6% disagreed. About 64% indicated that Iranian people/clients preferred modern looking buildings in which new methods and materials were applied.

3.8 Section H: Architects’ Views on Offsite Methods of Construction

This section intended to evaluate and review the architects’ opinions toward offsite methods of construction in more detail. To achieve accurate results, those who were not experienced in offsite methods were excluded from this section.

Regarding the total costs of offsite methods, 38% believed that they were more expensive than conventional/traditional methods of construction and 28% disagreed. Around 51% of respondents indicated that lifespan of offsite products were longer whereas 13% disagreed. Also, 60% believed that offsite products/methods had higher quality.

Almost all architects (91%) believed that offsite methods were faster than traditional methods of construction, which confirms the findings of Section B of the questionnaire. Around 50% said that offsite methods and products were more complicated to use, and about 67% indicated that more time was required in the design stage when applying offsite methods.

About 73% mentioned that the society was showing more interest in offsite methods and 86% stated that such methods were becoming more common in the construction industry. Besides, 49% believed that there was not a huge demand for offsite methods while 40% mentioned that the current supply could not answer the demand. Almost all of the respondents (93%) indicated that architects needed to know more about these methods. The respondents did not have a strong opinion about building insurance and financial matters involved in applying offsite methods of construction.

4. Discussions

The results of the questionnaire reveal several important issues which should be considered when applying offsite methods of construction in Iran. According to the results of Sections A and B of the questionnaire, when considering any method of construction (regardless of being onsite or offsite), the quality of products, speed of construction, total costs and aesthetic matters are the most important factors for Iranian architects.

Resistance against natural disasters such as earthquake should be added to the above issues. According to the received feedbacks from the respondents, the available offsite products in the market are too heavy decreasing the buildings’ resistance in the event of earthquake. Moreover, heavy products require stronger structure and more material resulting in more waste and higher costs respectively. Therefore, the total weight of offsite products should be a concern when introducing these methods of construction to Iran.

Results of Sections A and B also reveal that the Iranian Government has not been very successful in encouraging architects to use offsite methods since governmental issues are of less importance to architects. Three key facts may be deduced from the results of Sections B and C of the questionnaire:

• First, Iranian architects need to be educated to know more about different offsite methods as they have very limited knowledge about these methods;

• Second, if adapted to the Iranian needs, panel systems may be more successful in Iran since almost all architects have used, or are at least aware of them and
therefore less effort may be required to educate/encourage them to use such methods;

- Third, considering the significantly higher importance of speed, quality, and costs to Iranian architects, who are highly influential in decision making processes, it would be more effective to focus on these factors when promoting offsite methods of construction in Iran.

Project management is also a key element in successful application of offsite methods of construction. Decisions should be made and fixed in early stages of a project [30] and designers and manufacturers should be engaged in the process of decision making to choose an appropriate system [23, 30]. Late changes may also be too costly when it comes to offsite methods of construction [20, 24].

According to the results of Section D, Iranian architects are less aware of the correct process of applying offsite methods. Moreover, according to Section F, late design changes are a normal practice which considerably increases the associated risks of applying such methods in Iran. This emphasizes the importance of educating architects, clients and other key stakeholders involved in the decision making process about the correct process of applying offsite methods and potential advantages and risks of these methods.

Continuing demand and economies of scale [35-37] are also some important issues which should be considered when applying offsite methods. Considering the results of the questionnaire, the scale of housing projects in Tehran/Iran should be questioned since it may not be economically feasible to apply offsite methods in such small projects.

Moreover, long and unclear planning processes increase the risks of methods of manufacturing [24, 30]. The planning processes should therefore be reduced and clarified to decrease the risks of application of these methods in Iran. Yet, the results of the questionnaire indicate that Iranian architects have a very positive attitude toward offsite methods of construction, which is an opportunity for such methods to be successfully adopted and applied in Iran.

5. Conclusions

Several advantages have been claimed for offsite methods of construction including: improved speed; improved quality; improved health and safety; improved control conditions; addressing skilled labor shortage; not weather dependent; minimized waste and energy consumption; enhanced value for money; and cost predictability.

Considering the significant housing shortages in Iran, applying offsite methods of construction can potentially improve the current situation by increasing the housing output. The results of this study, however, indicate that introducing offsite methods of construction in large industrial scales to Iran would be too risky, given the current conditions of the Iranian construction industry in general and architectural practices in particular.

It should be noted that offsite methods are considerably different from traditional methods of construction in terms of the associated risks and construction processes. Much more research is required on all abovementioned issues including costs, practicality, design, demand, policies, technology, and sustainability issues to mitigate the associated risks in order to have successful application of offsite methods in Iran. Without considering such issues, not only offsite methods fail to achieve their potential advantages over traditional methods, but also the current situation may even deteriorate. Yet, there are great opportunities for some offsite methods to be successfully adopted if the mentioned issues are considered. To this end, the Iranian Government should define a clear strategy to address the above issues and provide support and incentives for broader application of offsite methods in Iran.

6. Further Research

This paper intended to identify the risks and opportunities if offsite methods were to be introduced
in large industrial scales to Iran. The focus of this study was on the attitudes and awareness of practicing architects in Tehran. The author of this study acknowledges that, although very influential, architects are only a small part of the construction industry. Therefore, similar studies should be considered to evaluate the attitudes, knowledge and awareness of other stakeholders including contractors, engineers, manufacturers, clients, material suppliers, and financial and regulatory bodies in different parts of the country in order to achieve comprehensive results identifying the key issues for successful application of offsite methods of construction in Iran.
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